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An analytical model for calculating neutron spectra in the doubly-
heterogeneous fuel-moderator geometries of the pebble bed reactor concept
is presented. The model is capable of simultaneously treating more than
one type of fuel grain in the fuel matrix and more than one type of pebble
in the reactor core. The model was developed to assess the need for
treating various levels of material heterogeneity in processing neutron
multigroup cross sections in the resolved resonance energy range.

The slowing-down calculation is performed over a pointwise energy
mesh tailored to the cross section structure for the nuclides present in
the problem. Isotropic, elastic scattering theory is applied in an expli-
cit calculation of down-scattered sources due to neutron interaction with
all materials in all zones.

At each energy point, neutron transport between zones is calculated
with the interface-currents integral transport technique. Here, this
technique is extended to include the simultaneous treatment of coupled,
one-dimensional, multiregion systems. The coupling between the two levels
of heterogeneity (grain systems and pebble systems) is accomplished by a
sequence of source normalization and cross section averaging treatments.

The equations applied in the slowing-down and spatial transport
models are presented. Results from the analyses of single pebble and
double pebble systems indicate the importance of resonance shielding as a
function of fuel kernel diameter, fuel loading in each pebble, and the
presence of more than one type of pebble in the system.



AN INTERFACE-CURRENTS INTEGRAL TRANSPORT MODEL FOR TREATING
DOUBLY-HETEROGENEOUS, MULTISYSTEM GEOMETRIES

INTRODUCTION

A base technology development program for high-temperature gas-cooled
reactors is being conducted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. One of the
objectives under this program is the establishment of a neutronics capability
oriented towards problems peculiar to the analysis of the prismatic fueled
and tae pebble bed fueled gas-cooled reactor concepts. This paper describes
an analytical model developed to assess the need for treating various levels
of material heterogeneity in processing neutron multigroup cross sections for
use in pebble bed reactor analyses.

The pebble bed reactor fuel element consists of a spherical graphite
ihell containing a central spherical matrix of fuel and graphite moderating
material. Within this matrix the fuel is contained in many small spheres,
each surrounded with a pyrolytic graphite coating and the matrix binder mate-
rial. Thus there are two levels of heterogeneity present in the fuel element.
The first level arises from the fuel-kernel, coating, binder system. The
second level is due to the fuel-matrix, pebble-shell system. Furthermore,
various design concepts being considered include more than one type of grain
in the fuel matrix and/or more than one type of pebble in the reactor core
(fissile and fertile grains or pebbles). The analytical model described below
treats such multisystem geometries in a simultaneous and fully-coupled fashion.

Prescriptions for treating the double-heterogeneity problem through grain
self-shielding formulations have been developed by several authors.1"6 A
review of methods employed in the United States is given in the recent work of
Stamatelatos and LaBauve.1 One of che more sophisticated approaches is that
of Walti2 which, as programmed in the MICROX code,3 involves a two zone (fuel
and binder) flux balance with asymptotic slowing-down sources based on poten-
tial scattering cross sections. The method of Dyos and Pomraning'* assumes an
isolated fuel grain in an infinite moderator and no slowing-down in the grain.
They derive an expression for the grain self-shielding factor which involves
the first-flight escape and scattering probabilities in the grain. Stamatelatos5

has developed rational approximations based upon special Levine factors for
applying the escape cross section approach in calculating grain self shielding..
One variation of his method includes a consideration of neutron scattering in
the fuel grains, but the slowing-down of neutrons in the fuel is not treated.

In Germany, the pebble bed reactor concept has been under study for a
number of years. The principal method being used at KFA Julich for treating
grain self shielding was developed by Teuchert.6 It is based upon the calcu-
lation of an effective cross section for use in simulating the grain structure
as a homogeneous medium. A similar approach is taken in the model presented



here in determining the collision probability in the fuel matrix for external
sources. The Teuchert method for grain shielding has been applied with the
Nordheim method7 for resonance processing and with the THERMOS code8 for ther-
mal neutron cell calculations.9 As in the methods described above, it does
not include an explicit slowing-down calculation in the fuel grain geometry.
Also, the need for a model .which treats mixtures of two kinds of coated par-
ticles was recognized in the paper of Hansen and Teuchert.10

The model presented here has been incorporated into a version of the
ROLAIDS code.*1 ROLAIDS is an interface-currents integral transport program
which performs an energy-pointwise slowing-down calculation in one-dimensional,
multiregion geometries. This paper gives a brief description of the energy
and spatial treatments performed by ROLAIDS. Then the modifications made in
the ROLAIDS algorithms to implement the doubly-heterogeneous, multisystem
model are discussed. Finally, results illustrating the significance of the
various features of this model are presented.

NEUTRON SLOWING-DOWN TREATMENT

The slowing-down treatment in the ROLAIDS model is based upon the kine-
matics for elastic scattering, isotropic in the CM system. Thus the energy
range treated by ROLAIDS is limited at high energies by inelastic scattering
and at low energies by thermal upscatter. The model assumes a maximum energy
for the resolved resonance range above which the neutron flux is spatially
flat and 1/E in shape. The total down-scattered source from above this energy
is normalized to unity.

Within the resolved resonance range, ROLAIDS forms an energy mesh which
is the union of all energy points previously selected to represent the cross
section structure for all reaction types of all nuclides present in the prob-
lem. Also inserted into this master energy array is an energy grid determined
by successive neutron down-scatterings with the heaviest nuclide to be placed
on the data file. This set of minimum slowing-down intervals assures an ade-
quate coverage of energy ranges in which there is little cross section variation.

Under the assumption of isotropic elastic scattering, the total number of
neutrons slowing down to energy E^ in zone j is given by

Ei

where we have summed over the nuclides, m, having atom densities Nj m . The
procedure followed in ROLAIDS for evaluating the slowing-down integral was
originally applied in the 6AR0L code.12 The scattering density, <J>(E) 0 S(E),
is assumed to vary linearly between energy points. That is, for all points
Eg, in the range E^ <. E1 < E^/%, the scattering density is approximated as

V E )(7s,m(E ' "



Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) permits an analytic evaluation of the
slowing-down integral in terms of known cross sections and calculated point-
wise fluxes. The energy interval bounded by Ei/ofci requires a second interpo-
lation to obtain <f)(Ei/am)as,m(Ei/aja). After forming the master energy array
and prior to performing the slowing-down calculation, RCLAIDS develops a data
file which includes, with the exception of the number densities and pointwise
fluxes, all the parameters necessary to calculate the down-scattered sources
from each energy point to all successive energies. This data file is indepen-
dent of problem geometry and may be used for any application in which the
nuclide cross sections have been included on the file.

INTERFACE-CURRENTS, INTEGRAL TRANSPORT TREATMENT

The interface currents integral transport equations have been applied by
several authors13•** to obtain multiregion fluxes in the processing of reso-
nance cross sections. The procedure followed in ROLAIDS for performing the
interface currents calculation is essentially the same as that developed for
the RABBLE code.11* However, the equations take a slightly different form due
to their coupling with the ROLAIDS slowing-down source terms. Also, the inter-
face currents technique, as applied in ROLAIDS, has been extended to consider
multiregion spherical geometry and free-surface and periodic boundary conditions.

Equations for the partial currents at zone interfaces in terms of trans-
mitted currents from neighboring interface boundaries and uncollided slowing-
down sources from neighboring zones can be rigorously derived from the integral
form of the transport equation. For any given energy E^ and in a multiregion
curvilinear system, equations for the positive current outward, J^, and the
negative current inward, Jj, across the outer boundary of zone j are written as

and

where
S£ j is the slowing-down source to energy E^ in zone j as
calculated by Eq. (1),

Vj is the volume of zone j ,

a£,j are coefficients of the collision density in zone j due
to the flux at energy E± resulting from the evaluation of Eq. (1),



P. is the escape probability through the outer surface of zone j ,

FT is the escape probability through the inner surface of zone j ,

T.j is the transmission probability from the inner to the outer
surface of zone j ,

T.i is the transmission probability from the outer to the inner
surface of zone j ,
oo

and TJ is the transmission probability from the outer to the outer
surface of zone j.

Equations 3 and 4 are the same as those developed for multiregion cylindrical
geometry in the model applied in the RABBLE code with the exception of the
terms involving a^ j. These terms increase the numerical effort involved in
solving the equations.

The first-flight escape probabilities for spherical shells have been
developed by Smith and Murray15 assuming isotropic, uniform sources. The
first-flight transmission probabilities for spherical shells have been derived
by one of the authors16 with the assumption of cosine-shaped interface currents.
The expressions for the transmission probabilities are

T0 1 = (2R?)-1 {<R2 + R l ) 2 E3(R2 - Rx) - (R| - R?) TL3{A\ - R?)

+ exp[-A| - R*] (A* - R* + 1) - exp[-(R2 - Ri)](R2 - R: +1)}, (5)

T 1 0 = ( V R 2 )
2 T01, (6)

T 0 0

P + = <3R§/(4(R» -R*))<1 - T 0 0 - T 1 0 ) , (8)

and P" = (3Rf/<4<R' - R*))(l - T 0 1 ) , (9)

where Rj and R2, the inner and outer radii, are in mean free paths and E 3 is
the third order exponential integral function.

Consideration of each interface boundary in the system leads to a set of
coupled linear equations (Eqs. 3 and 4) which can be solved by standard tech-
niques. The inward directed current at the outer boundary can be set to zero
for a free-surface boundary condition or to the outward directed current for
a reflective (cell) boundary condition. In these instances, the equations
may be solved with recursion relations.



Having solved for the interface currents, the collision rates at E.̂  are
obtained as simple combinations of the currents and source terms. Since the
central zone has no inner boundary, the collision rate is given by

For the remainder of the system, the collision rates are given by

+ (1-Tj00 - TJ°) J~ + (1-P+ " PT) S±fJVJ} . (11)

Finally, the fluxes for each zone at E. are caken from the collision
rates as

These fluxes are used to weight multigroup cross sections over several differ-
ent spatial prescriptions. Also, the fluxes are used in generating multigroup
transfer arrays. The analytic angular integration technique of Bucholz17 is
applied in the energy point to secondary group aspect of this procedure.
Trapezoidal integration is performed over the energy points in the source
groups.

DOUBLY-HETEROGENEOUS, MULTISYSTEM GEOMETRIES

The basic assumption in this analytical model is that the doubly-
heterogeneous, multisystem geometry can be represented as a collection of
mathematically coupled, one-dimensional, multiregion systems. The interface-
currents integral transport method is particularly suitable for implementing
this geometry model. At each level of heterogeneity (fuel-kernel, coating,
binder systems or fuel-matrix, pebble-shell systems), the one-dimensional
systems are coupled at their external boundaries through the interface currents
balance. The incoming current, which is the same value at the outer boundary
of all the systems, is the weighted sum of the outgoing currents from all sys-
tems. The user-specified weights should correspond to the relative external
surface area of each system. Since at either level of heterogeneity, the
multisystem can be viewed as a uniform mixture of different types of randomly
oriented spheres, this model closely simulates the actual situation. The
additional coupling between current terms introduced into the set of simul-
taneous linear equations increases the numerical complexity of the solution.
The previously applied recursion relations no longer hold and the solution is
obtained by Gauss elimination.



The coupling between the two levels of heterogeneity is accomplished by
a sequence of cross section averaging and source normalization treatments.
The sequence followed is the usual procedure of treating the fine-detailed
system first, flux and volume averaging.cross sections by standard prescrip-
tions, and then treating the larger system. Of particular interest is the
determination of that component of the collision rate in the fuel matrix due
to external sources.

lated as
The current impinging on the surface of the fuel matrix, J^ m, is calcu-

where the subscript s refers to the pebble shell and the inward directed cur-
rent impinging on the outer surface of the shell is approximated by the value
calculated at the immediately preceding energy. Now the component of this
current which is not transmitted through the fuel matrix can be evaluated as

J* = (1-T00) JT , O*)
i,m m x,m

provided that the transmission probability through the matrix is known. This
quantity, in turn, depends upon an effective total cross section in the ma-
trix, Eg, which is obtained from the following procedure. The transmission
probability across each fuel-kernel, coating, binder system in the matrix is
given by

T = Toa + £ ooJ-1
TIOTOI ^ (15)

8 j=2 J £=1 * *

where n is the inner-most zone in the system and the first-flight transmission
probabilities are obtained from the dimensions of the zones and the pointwise
macroscopic total cross sections. This grain system transmission probability
is set equal to the probability of traversing the average chord across a homo-
ganeous spherical medium with an affective cross section E|. Since the aver-
age chord across a sphere is 2D/ir, this equality is written as

T g = exp[- E*2Dg/ir] . . (16)

Thus the effective cross section for any particular fuel-kernel, coating,
binder system is determined by

Z* = - £n(Tg)/(0.637Dg) . (17)



If more than one type of fuel grain is present in the matrix, then E^ is
obtained by volume fraction weighting the various values of Eg. Equations
(13) through (17) define the procedure for determining J* m, the total in-
ward directed current which does not escape the fuel matrix. This quantity
is divided by the number of grains in the fuel matrix and used to augment the
inward directed current at., the grain svstem boundaries during the interface-
currents balance calculation for the fluxes in the grains.

With all the algorithms used in the model described above, the sequence
of steps in the solution can be outlined.

1. The initial sources introduced into the system are from above
the energy range for the calculation, as discussed in the
section on the slowing-down treatment. The sources for the
grain systems are normalized to the sources in the fuel matrices.

2. At each energy point, the fluxes in the grain systems are
obtained by the interface-currents technique. This includes
a flux for each zone in each type of grain system in each
type of pebble. In addition to the down-scattered sources
in the zones, the interface currents include a component from
sources external to the fuel matrix.

3. The fluxes calculated in step #2 are used to average cross
sections for the fuel matrices in the various pebbles.

4. A second flux calculation is performed, this time for the peb-
ble systems with the fuel matrices treated as homogeneous media
represented by the cross sections from step #3.

5. The fluxes in the grain systems are norma.'zed such that the
total down-scattered sources in the fuel matrices are the same
for the grain systems and the pebble systems. Down-scattered
sources are calculated for use in steps #2 through #4 at lower
energy points.

6. The fluxes are used to weight broad-group cross sections and
transfer arrays expanded to an arbitrary order for two options
of spatial weighting, i.e., over the pebble matrices and shells
as zone cross sections or over the entire system calculated.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Several analyses have been performed to assess the importance of the
various features in this model. All of the cases studied relate to an over-
all carbon to heavy metal atom ratio of 250 in the reactor core. The compo-
sitions and geometric models applied in the calculations are described in
Tables 1-3.

The analyses were performed over an energy range from 4307 eV to 1.86 eV.
The energy pointwise cross sections were generated with the NPTXS module of
the AMPX system.18 The resonance cross sections were Doppler broadened at a



temperature of 300°K. With the exception of the twor-pebble case containing
U-238» the master energy array for these analyses contained 20,015 points.
The analysis of the system with U-238 was performed over 32,530 energy
points. Broad-group cross sections and transfer arrays were processed for
the 31 resonance energy groups of a 123-group structure. Effective reso-
nance integrals over the entire energy range treated are given in Table 4.

Case 1 is the nominal design for a single-pebble system. Comparison
with case 2 in which the size of the fuel kernel has been increased by a
factor of 37 indicates a 12% reduction in the thorium capture integral.
Comparison of case 1 with case 3 in which the fuel matrix is treated as a
homogeneous medium indicates that consideration of grain-shielding reduces
the thorium capture integral by 5% for the nominal design kernel. Comparison
of case 1 with case 4 in which the UO2 aud ThO2 are treated as separate
grains indicates a large reduction in the U-235 fission and capture integrals
with little effect on the thorium. However, one should note that the UO2
comprises only 5% of the heavy metal and that it does not contain any U-238.
Comparison of case 1 with case 5, in which the grain coating and binder mate-
rials have been homogenized,indicates that this is an adequate treatment for
this system.

Case 6 represents a two-pebble system in which the TI1O2 loading in the
fertile pebble is three times that of the fissile pebble. The thorium cap-
ture integral for the fissile pebble is 13% larger than the value for the fer-
tile pebble. Comparison of the U-235 fission integral with that of case 1
indicates a significant shielding effect due to the higher fuel loading in
the fissile pebble of the two-pebble system. Case 7 is identical to case 6
with the exception that the thorium in the fissile pebble has been replaced
with U-238. Here we have a combined effact of reducing the self-shielding
of the thorium and introducing mutual shielding between the U-238 and the
thorium. The combined effect is almost negligible. Slightly higher thorium
capture and scattering integrals in the system with the U-238 pebbles indi-
cate that the self-shielding is a marginally larger effect. The results of
case 8, in which the fertile pebble of cases 6 and 7 is treated as a single-
pebble system, demonstrate the importance of treating both types of pebbles
simultaneously. Treating the fertile pebble independently reduces the over-
all carbon to heavy metal ratio in the system which, in turn, results in a
significant reduction in the thorium capture integral.

The major conclusion of this study is that an analytical model has been
formulated and implemented to treat the doubly-heterogeneous, multisystem
geometry associated with the pebble-bed reactor design. This model is suf-
ficiently detailed in its spatial and energy treatments that it may be used
to distinguish which features of the design should be considered when calcu-
lating neutron spectra for cross-section averaging. For the system studied,
the one-pebble analyses indicate that the consideration of separate fissile
and fertile grains is important for treating the fissile nuclide,but unim-
portant for treating the fertile nuclide. However, for a fixed fuel loading
and pebble shell geometry, the variation of the grain diameter within the
fuel matrix has a pronounced effect upon the thorium capture integral. Fur-
thermore, the two-pebble analyses in which fissile and fertile pebbles were
treated simultaneously, demonstrated the importance of the neutronic coupling
between these systems.
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Table 1. Material Mixtures

Mixture
Number

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Description

U02-Th02(SP)

U02-Th02(PrP)

Smeared Matrix

ThO2(TG)

ThO2(FrP)

U02(UG)

U02(PrP)

Coating

Binder

Coating-Binder

Shell

Nuclide Atom Densities, atoms/(bn-c
Carbon

_

-

5.25-2

-

-

-

-

7.5-2

5.0-2

5.5-2

8.78-2

Oxygen

4.83-2

5.29-2

2.23-2

4.86-2

4.6-2

4.6-2

5.29-2

-

-

-

Th-232

2.3-2

2.3-2

1.06-3

2.42-2

2.3-2

-

-

-

-

-

U-235

1.15-3

3.45-3

5.3-5

-

-

2.3-2

3.45-3

-

-

-

U-238

2.3-2



Table 2. Fuel Descriptions

Grain
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Kernel
Mat. No.

1

1

4

6

2

5

7

1

Kernel
OR (cm)

1.5-2

5.0-2

1.5-2

1.5-2

1.5-2

1.5-2

1.5-2

1.5-2

Coating
Mat. No.

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

-

Coating
OR (cm)

2.8-2

6.3-2

2.8-2

2.8-2

2.8-2

2.8-2

2.8-2

-

Binder
Mat. No.

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

10

Binder
OR (cm)

4.2-2

1.4-1

4.2-2

4.2-2

4.2-2

4.2-2

4.2-2

4.2-2

Table 3. Case Descriptions

Case
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Pebble

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1st Pebble
Grain Numbers

1

2

Smeared Matrix

3,4

8

5

7

6

1st Pebble
Matrix OR (cm)

2.05 ^

2.05

2.05

2.05

2.05

1.63

1.63

2.35

2nd Pebble
Grain Numbers

_

-

-

-

-

6

6

-

2nd Pebble
Matrix OR (cm)

_

-

-

-

-

2.35

2.35

-

1A11 pebble shells have an outer radius of 3 cm and are composed of material
number 11.



Table 4. Effective Resonance Integrals*

6

6

7

7

Care
No.

1

2

3

4

5

(fissile)

(fertile)

(fissile)2

(fertile)

8

Th-232
I c (bn)"

33.34

29.31

34.96

33.27

33.19

37.70

33.31
-

33.42

31.00

I s (bn)

99.2

96.09

100.6

99.19

99.13

101.5

98.63
-

98.73

97.62

IQ (bn)

119.3

118.0

120.4

113.2

119.4

118.3
-

117.4

-

-

U-235
If (bn)

195.5

193.6

196.8

187.3

195.6

190.9
-

190.6

-

-

Is (bn)

93.31

92.79
93.69

92.34

93.39

93.30
-

93.18

-

-

xValues calculated from 4307 to 1.86 and averaged over the fuel kernel-coating-
binder matrix.

2I C (U-238) = 67.63 bn, Is (U-238) = 125.2 bn


